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"A European Gone Girl." --The Wall Street Journal

An internationally bestselling phenomenon: the darkly suspenseful, highly controversial tale of two families
struggling to make the hardest decision of their lives -- all over the course of one meal.

It's a summer's evening in Amsterdam, and two couples meet at a fashionable restaurant for dinner. Between
mouthfuls of food and over the polite scrapings of cutlery, the conversation remains a gentle hum of polite
discourse -- the banality of work, the triviality of the holidays. But behind the empty words, terrible things
need to be said, and with every forced smile and every new course, the knives are being sharpened.
     Each couple has a fifteen-year-old son. The two boys are united by their accountability for a single
horrific act; an act that has triggered a police investigation and shattered the comfortable, insulated worlds of
their families. As the dinner reaches its culinary climax, the conversation finally touches on their children.
As civility and friendship disintegrate, each couple show just how far they are prepared to go to protect those
they love.
     Tautly written, incredibly gripping, and told by an unforgettable narrator, The Dinner promises to be the
topic of countless dinner party debates. Skewering everything from parenting values to pretentious menus to
political convictions, this novel reveals the dark side of genteel society and asks what each of us would do in
the face of unimaginable tragedy.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Clift:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be upgrade about what going on or facts even
knowledge to make all of them keep up with the era which can be always change and move ahead. Some of
you maybe will probably update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but
the problems coming to you actually is you don't know what type you should start with. This The Dinner is
our recommendation so you keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and need in
this era.

Omar Hinojosa:

This The Dinner tend to be reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why. The key
reason why of this The Dinner can be one of many great books you must have is actually giving you more
than just simple looking at food but feed a person with information that possibly will shock your preceding
knowledge. This book is usually handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions in
e-book and printed versions. Beside that this The Dinner forcing you to have an enormous of experience
including rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day
pastime. So , let's have it and enjoy reading.

Jessica Kelly:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the spare time or they will
get lot of stress from both day to day life and work. So , when we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely sure. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity do
you possess when the spare time coming to you of course your answer will certainly unlimited right. Then do
you ever try this one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the
particular book you have read is actually The Dinner.

Benjamin Nation:

Within this era which is the greater person or who has ability to do something more are more important than
other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time not much but quite enough to possess a look at some books. On the list of books in the
top record in your reading list is definitely The Dinner. This book that is certainly qualified as The Hungry
Slopes can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking up and review this book you can get
many advantages.
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